Red

Wines
750ML/175ML

1.

CARIGNAN VIEILLES VIGNES, LES ARCHERES 2019, FRANCE
A modern taste on an old Southern French varietal favourite. Juicy "sweet" fruit, with

27.5/7

bold black cherries wrapped in a soft tannic cloak.

2.

SHIRAZ, JARRAH WOOD 2019, AUSTRALIA
This classic Australian Shiraz is packed with ripe cherry and raspberry flavours with a

29/7.5

pepper spice finish.

3.

MERLOT RESERVA, VINAMAR 2017, CHILE
With a bright ruby colour, this wine shows ripe red fruit aromas and gentle mouth with

31.5

medium body, balanced acidity and persistent finish.

4.

PINOT NOIR IGP PAYS D'OC, LES MOUGEOTTES 2019, FRANCE
Clean and precise bouquet with black cherries and raspberry aromas. The palate is

32

medium-bodied with sappy red berry fruit and a silky long finish.

5.

MEDOC, DULONG BORDEAUX 2017, FRANCE
Well-structured Medoc that displays a firm backbone from the percentage of Cabernet

33

Sauvignon.

6.

MALBEC, LA MASCOTA 2018, ARGENTINA
A medium bodied wine with notes of baked black fruits and subtle hints of vanilla &

35

liquorice.

7.

ESTACION 1883 BONARDA, TRAPICHE 2017, ARGENTINA
Great aromas of ripe plums, blackberries, spice and liquorice. Succulent and rich on the

35

palate, with bags of fruit and a juicy and ever so slightly spicy finish.

8.

RESERVA RIOJA, BARON DE LEY 2016, SPAIN
Deep cherry colour with medium-high intensity, the nose offers coconut and toffee,
evolving into spices and Mediterranean bush.

35

9.

FLEURIE, CHÂTEAU DU CHÉNAS 2018, FRANCE
Considered locally as the 'King of the Beaujolais', this wine has attractive fruity aromas,

36

lots of juicy raspberry on the palate and soft, fleshy tannins.

10. BROUILLY, LOUIS LATOUR 2018, FRANCE
Elegant wine with notes of violet and hawthorn which shine through on the nose.

36

Round and well-balanced with velvety tannins and aromas of spices and strawberry.

11. CABERNET SAUVIGNON, CHÂTEAU STE, MICHELLE 2015, USA
The palate delivers complexity and structure, with its robust blackcurrant and plum

38

flavours, and soft, silky tannins.

12. CHIANTI CLASSICO RISERVA, CASTELLO DI MELETO 2017, ITALY
It is round and velvety, very elegant and sustained by thick but non-aggressive tannins

38

leading to a long and intense finish.

13. ST EMILLION GRAND CRU, CLOITRE DES CAPUCINS 2014, FRANCE
This Classic St Emillion Grand Cru is very elegant and features aromas of red berries,

39.5

ripe cherries and toasted vanilla.

14. CHATEAUNEUF DU PAPE, CLEFS DES PAPES 2016, FRANCE
This wine is dark red violet in colour and reveals intense aromas of red berries,

48

liquorice and garrigue. The palate is relatively soft with black fruit and pepper.

15. BEAUNE 1ER CRU, LYCEE VITICOLE 2005, FRANCE
Sour cherry aromas with a touch of leather and earthiness. On the palate, shows lots of

65

substance with ripe red fruit flavors and a firm but balanced finish that lingers.

16. PESSAC LÉOGNAN, BORDEAUX, CHÂTEAU HAUT-BERGEY 2004, FRANCE
This is a classic mature claret from this very well regarded Bordeaux estate. It is
medium bodied with fine silky tannis and a long finish with notes of typical smokey
tobacco and a sweet cherry scented bouquet.

85

White

Wines
750ML/175ML

1.

BLANC DE BLANCS, LA CADENCE 2019, FRANCE
An attractive glossy, pale yellow with red apple, stone fruit and floral aromas with

27.5/7

rounded flavours of melon, peach and apple on the palate.

2.

PINOT GRIGIO, PRIMI SOLI 2019, ITALY
Dry, crisp and fruity with a wonderful hint of lemon.

3.

VIOGNIER, PATRIARCHE 2018, FRANCE
This superb wine has bags of exotic fruit aromas.

4.

29/7.5

29

RIESLING SPATLESE, JOH. JOS. C. URZIGER 2018, GERMAN
This sweet and fruity Riesling has wonderful flavours of ripe pear and is best served

29

with moderately spicy dishes.

5.

GRAVES BLANC, CHÂTEAU DES GRAVIÈRES 2018, FRANCE
Dry, mid-weight and unoaked with a complex palate showing hints of peach and lime

29

juice. Elegant and classy.

6.

RUEDA VERDEJO, RAMON BILBAO 2019, SPAIN
Verdejo is intense and aromatic with a tropical character and citrus notes such as lime

29

and peach.

7.

CHARDONNAY, IGP PAYS D'OC, LES MOUGEOTTES 2019, FRANCE
Lemon and vanilla on the nose with a round, fruity body and a hint of vanilla oak

32

character.

8.

SAINT VERAN, LOUIS LATOUR 2018, FRANCE
The area's Jurassic chalk soil and the vineyard's ideal exposure produce top—quality

35

fruit and classic, elegant Burgundy white.

9.

MUSCAT RESÉRVE, TRIMBACH 2018, FRANCE
Bone-dry with an intense grapey nose. On the palate it has a food-friendly mineral bite,
high notes of lemons, grapes and blossom.

35

10. PINOT GRIS RESERVE, TRIMBACH 2016, FRANCE
This Pinot Gris provides satisfying roundness and lushness, offset by tingly acidity and

35

more than a hint of mineral character. With complex and long finish.

11. DRY RIESLING, CHÂTEAU STE. MICHELLE 2019, USA
This cool climate Riesling is made in a crisp, dry, refreshing style with mouth-watering

36

acidity and an elegant finish.

12. SAUVIGNON BLANC, VILLA MARIA 2020, NEW ZEALAND
A classic Wairau Valley style bursting with the trademark ripe fruit characters found in

36

this sub region.

13. DURY RULLY PREMIER CRU, JACQUES 2019, FRANCE
Citrus and ripe lemon peel notes are met with nutty minerality, while the ripeness of

36.5

the fruit is balanced by the fresh acidity leaving a long, smooth and textured finish.

14. POUILLY FUMÉ CUVÉE PRESTIGE, SEGUIN 2018, FRANCE
Delicate aromas of citrus, pineapple, exotic fruit and the typical smoky gun flint flavour

38

of Pouilly Fumé wines are all present in this expression of Sauvignon Blanc.

15. CHABLIS RESERVE DE L'ORANGERIE, ALBERT BICHOT 2018, FRANCE
Fresh and elegant on the nose with lemony and mineral nuances. Lovely overall

38

harmony with remarkable power and length.

16. SANCERRE, VIGNERONS Á CREZANCY 2019, FRANCE
Intense in flavour with hints of green apple, citrus fruits and fresh herbs. Wonderfully

45

pure and ripe with distinct minerality leading to a long and delicate finish.

17. POUILLY-FUISSE, CHÂTEAU POUILLY 2017, FRANCE
A rich and complete wine, it has a nice mineral roundness and rich notes of

45

honeysuckle and honey. The finish is long, with a good intensity.

18. PULIGNY-MONTRACHET, LOUIS LATOUR 2018, FRANCE
Characterised by notes of white flowers and fresh hazelnut. The palate is long and
elegant with some minerality on the finish.

55

Rosé
750ML/175ML

PINOT GRIGIO BLUSH, PRIMI SOLI 2019, ITALY
A very easy style of wine with a soft, refreshing burst of summer red fruits.

29/7.5

COMTE DE PROVENCE ROSÉ, LA VIDAUBANAISE 2019, FRANCE
Packed full of strawberry and peach fruit character, this wine is thirst quenching - it's

34

fruit is laced with a fresh citrus acidity.

Prosecco
PROSECCO, STELLE D'ITALIA
A lively crisp Prosecco with a delicate lemony character and an aromatic, dry,

36/9.8

refreshing finish.

Champagne
AUTRÉAU-ROUALET BRUT RÉSERVE NV
A classically made Champagne - the Pinot Meunier gives body and roundness and the

48/15

Pinot Noir adds rich fruit and mouth filling style.

VEUVE CLICQUOT YELLOW LABEL BRUT NV
Fine balance between fruity aromas and more subtle toasty notes. Initial flavours of

65

white fruits and raisins develop into notes of brioche and vanilla.

MOËT & CHANDON BRUT IMPÉRIAL NV
The wine's enticing palate, redolent of white-fleshed fruits and citrus, is enhanced by

69

fine bubbles and its elegant maturity is revealed in notes of brioche and wheat.

LAURENT-PERRIER CUVÉE CHAMPAGNE BRUT ROSÉ
In its elegant bottle of late 16th century inspiration, this rosé champagne is memorable

98

for its freshness and unique aromas of fresh-picked red berries.

LOUIS ROEDERER, CRISTAL, REIMS VINTAGE 2000
Delightfully sensual, seductively mellow and silkily replete with honey-toffee notes.

420

